
ce texte est en anglais, car il concerne une + large communauté que celle francophone :

The End of Computer Music

Something is deeply wrong with computer music

the unfinished possible 

The purpose of the nerd (a person educated as intellectual working in office who does 
not know what to do with her/his life) is to never finish the work (to keep her/his job). Being in 
state of permanent updating of what is unfinished. But sold as it. Yes! Users are paying to use 
unfinished tools. A tool that creates problems in opposition of a tool to resolve problems. Let 
us make a comparison with food: imagine to be obliged to buy unfinished fruits and vegetables 
being unriped, eating them to not die of hunger, waiting being seek for the next upgrade? Until 
today, we are waiting almost 30 years for food to be riped. Something is wrong, isn't it? 

With musical instrument, there is no upgrades or updates. The tool must be achieved, and 
useful  to  sound,  and  to  sound  various  and  deep.  To  be  performed  to  create  music.  In 
opposition: a computer is always in a state of being upgraded and the programs updated stay 
never finished. Why? To keep alive the computer industry, to keep the nerd's activity, with no 
sense of life. Which has nothing to do with music, but with money. 

Music with unfinished musical instrument does not work. Or works with unneeded unnecessary 
complications  of  the  unfinished  instrument.  And  computer  music  does  not  work  without 
unnecessary  complications:  listenable  in  its  mechanical  digital  synthesis  sound.  As  others, 
musical programs are sold unfinished to wait and pay the update of what could be done, but 
never really do. 

This conception of human activity, sustain the "paying society", a corruption, doing something 
else to do what you want to do, a society where you have to pay to be aloud to live (decently): 
a slavery society conducted by slaves sustain by salary: a pension any human deserves in 
"paying society". 

But the computer and programs industry are in contradiction with the Internet network, which 
its foundation is:  free sharing of  knowledge between human beings: its  first  purpose now 
corrupted by property and payment making knowledge exchange not free or biased (by people 
convinced they know better than others). This huge amount of free corrupted knowledge in 
one hand and knowledge to be payed in second hand is the show of, of our believes which 
makes  think  we are  intelligent:  are  we? to  produce  and maintain  so  much archives,  and 
garbage by fear of death? This book will end with my death (in few years). Dead, I will not pay 
any more the host to aloud my web site public. My thoughts will be eaten and digest by others, 
and used or not to try to make human species less stupid to put itself and other living beings 
in danger (in domination by loosing selfgoverment). 

But to access the network you have to pay a provider (+ the upgraded hardware equipment) 
which is in contradiction with the original free will being connected. But since the beginning we 
are connected electronically for what? Since the beginning of Internet my major activity is to 
send and receive emails: letters. Instantaneous videophone does not work yet to have non 
interrupted conversation, and people feel uncomfortable being seen in privacy. This technology 
is only useful for people far away from each other (same as telephone). Friends and family 
around, we do not need communication technology. 

Is it useful to speak about the 2 abusive companies monopoly? At the next "global" starvation, 
they  will  be  executed.  By  people  supporting  buying  using  their  operating  system  and 
computers. Since the free operating system Linux in 1993, it  does not exist free adapted 



computers to run it: means Linux as all others are supported the OS duopoly expenses. It 
never exists any OS for music.

Computer  industry  is  in  contradiction  with  music.  Music  share  for  free  the sonic  mankind 
gestures active being alive. Computer (with music) industry does not. The unfinished tools 
keep the computer industry profit  real.  From 1990s I  bought 8 computers, 10 screens,  9 
modems, 6 MIDI keyboards, scanners, tablets, printers, and too many softwares to update 
(forced by obsolescence) all garbage, since 1979 I have my same guitar. The amount of sold 
useless computer product goes beyond what was expected. Computer became the main tool of 
human activity and garbage. Everybody nowadays face a screen. I am writing this text with a 
computer I will publish with the an other connected computer in the Internet network in my 
website for you to read it, copy it, transform it. Trapped. 

The permanent payment to upgrade to update what you already paid, and will pay again to 
keep it by paying the next upgrade update is a form of voluntary slavery which are exhausted 
and poisoned the unique and vital human resources of the Earth: water and food. Since the 
90s of XX century, the amount of useless computers and peripherals garbage of electronic 
unfinished tools is absolutely huge compare to resources balance (what one needs as materials 
to do it). Useless electronic equipment (like cars and other) are stored in Africa (and India), 
where are living the most unrespected human being on Earth, in gigantic garbage storage 
where the pollution and illness of the worker are ignored by the international "well thinking" 
UNcommunity of richest countries users. The money benefit are so colossal that no information 
are communicate about this human scorn. Using a disposable computer (where the summit is 
the "laptop" defeated by the "iPad" and other "cellphone-computer-game-camera-walkman-tv" 
unrefurbishable because the updated programs ask for more powerful machine you need to 
buy if you want to use the updated software) contribute to small acts of Earth death multiplied 
by  billion  of  users  = killers.  An irresponsible  act  to  put  our  children in  misery.  The next 
generation will live starving in our garbages of useless electronic equipment which will collapse 
the network becoming secondary, and unnecessary. The utopia (the pipe dream) of unlimited 
cybernetics is living its beginning of its end, it's done: the consequences of brain and body 
pollution by planetary colossal garbage had started the misery of all species. By scorn. 

Calculators has to restart  an healthy proposal where nobody can take the power to  slave 
anybody and to kill other species to get raw materials: plastic comes from petrol, and metal, 
gold, lithium, copper, etc., from mines. The series of wars in Afghanistan is to control their rich 
mines, nothing else. People being nerds will not die by making achieved programs tools to be 
full used. In contrary, it will stop the economical hegemony which kill our planet and ourselves 
being dependent to stay alive. 

Computer's sounds sound as computer is what nobody expected. At the beginning. A series of 
clicks. Computer is a tool for (nowadays) film, a tool to record, to edit, to add effects, but not 
to play music. Its time is not real, its calculations are too simple. Bio+metrics does not work. 

A musical instrument with age become better, a computer with age become obsolete. The 
amount of electronic equipment I acquired and paid, and clicks since 1990 is incomparable to 
what a musical instrument can give. One takes, the another gives. The computer industry (and 
all industry in general) is the perfect tool for an economic hegemonic dictatorship as we are 
living: a perfect tool to destroy our vital resources with the strong false belief of permanent 
abundance: which is not the state of eternal happiness and enjoyment. 

The worst is: everybody knows, what I just say. 
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